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Who is watching him and what does he want?Who is watching him and what does he want?

“This book is very well written and plotted. It builds suspense immediately. It builds suspense immediately. The reader is entranced from the

beginning on hearing Thomas’ story . . . I immediately went to Amazon to look at her other novels.” Joyce Fox

“A thoroughly enjoyable read and extremely well thought out.enjoyable read and extremely well thought out. Had me puzzled as an avid crime reader.” Carole

“A fascinating read with many twists and turnsmany twists and turns that keeps you guessing to the end. A must read.” Greta Halliday

TWO YEARS AGO someone kidnapped Thomas Maddox’s six-month-old son.TWO YEARS AGO someone kidnapped Thomas Maddox’s six-month-old son. The case has never been solved and

the boy has not been found.

NOW someone is watching Thomas and sending him dark emails.NOW someone is watching Thomas and sending him dark emails. And Thomas keeps suffering nasty accidents.

The police won’t do anything more, so Thomas’s wealthy grandfather hires Tyrone Swift to shed light on the case.

Can ex-police detective Tyrone Swift get to the bottom of this tangled web of family secrets and pain, and is thereCan ex-police detective Tyrone Swift get to the bottom of this tangled web of family secrets and pain, and is there

any hope of finding the child alive?any hope of finding the child alive?

WATCHING YOUWATCHING YOU is a beautifully written mystery that will have you gripped from start to pulsating finish.
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Perfect for fans of Robert Galbraith, P.D. James, or Ruth Rendell. Perfect for fans of Robert Galbraith, P.D. James, or Ruth Rendell. 

THE DETECTIVETHE DETECTIVE

Tyrone Swift is an ex-police detective who now works privately. He’s survived a stabbing and his fiancée running off

with another man. Swift's personal life is complicated. He is still involved with his ex-wife Ruth and their child.

THE SETTINGTHE SETTING

Swift lives in multicultural London with its extreme mix of rich and poor. This case takes him to the beautiful

county of Kent.

THE AUTHORTHE AUTHOR

Gretta is a critically acclaimed author of best-selling detective and literary fiction. 'Mulrooney has a real gift for

dialogue, the words and phrases ring true and make her characters wonderfully real . . . A tenderly funny and

genuinely moving piece. I loved it.’ Fiona Morrow, Time Out (about ARABY) ‘A beautifully observed study of

reconciliation, Araby makes astute points about conflict and shifting values between generations.’ James Eve, The

Times

THE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE SERIESTHE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE SERIES

BOOK 1: THE LADY VANISHED

BOOK 2: BLOOD SECRETS

BOOK 3: TWO LOVERS, SIX DEATHS

BOOK 4: WATCHING YOU

THE FIRST THREE BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN A SPECIAL GREAT VALUE BOXSET: "BOUND BY LIES"
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